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Nondisease genetic testing: reporting of muscle SNPs
shows effects on self-concept and health orientation
scales
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The purpose of this study was to assess the impact of genetic self-knowledge (nondisease genotype
information) on individual self-concept and Health Orientation Scale (HOS). Adult volunteers (n¼257)
were recruited from an ongoing genetic association study identifying muscle quantitative trait loci (QTLs).
Participants completed psychosocial assessments before and after 12 weeks of resistance training of the
nondominant arm. At study exit, a genetic counselor informed participants of genetic test results on three
to four genes that have an association with muscle-related traits, and counseled subjects on the potential
significance of these findings. The second psychosocial assessment was performed immediately following
this counseling session. The Tennessee Self-Concept Scale v.2 (TSCS:2) and the HOS showed female
subjects to have a significantly greater positive change between first and second assessments, relative to
male subjects. Most self-concept subscales improved significantly, when ‘neutral’ genotypes (no
anticipated beneficial or deleterious impact) were reported, compared to positive genotypes. TSCS:2
subscales showing improvement included: total (P¼0.013); physical (P¼ 0.004); satisfaction (P¼0.019);
and behavioral (P¼0.047). HOS subscales showing improvement included health image concern
(P¼0.006); and health expectations (P¼0.047). In conclusion, these results suggest that genetic self-
knowledge affects self-concept, consistent with the ‘attribution’ theory. Individuals who received neutral
genetic information attributed positive changes from the exercise program to their own abilities, while
those who received positive information were more likely to attribute positive changes to their genetics.
This study is limited by the ability to determine the direction of the impact of nondisease genetic
information presented to participants.
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Introduction
Genetic testing of individuals is becoming widespread and

is no longer reserved for disease-related genes. Indeed,

several companies already offer testing for genes related to

an individual’s ‘nutritional’ genetic background as well as

addictive behavior, reward seeking behavior, athleticism,
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and lifestyle.1 –6 Such companies claim to provide genetic

self-knowledge that will enable the individual to optimize

their lifestyle. The validity of such claims are questionable,

but the prevalence of these companies attests to the

probability that testing for genes not directly related to

disease will become increasingly common, if not common-

place. It is not clear how such genetic self-knowledge

might affect self-concept and health perception especially

when the testing is for genetic traits not related to disease.

Our current understanding of the impact of genetic self-

knowledge on self-concept and health perception stems

from testing for genetic disease, specifically presympto-

matic diagnosis (eg Huntington’s disease (HD)), and carrier

status for recessive conditions (Cystic fibrosis, Tay Sachs).

Psychological changes in self-concept have been observed

in response to carrier testing for Tay Sachs in high school

students.7 Tay Sachs carriers in another study, had a

significantly less optimistic view of their own future health

(Po0.01) than noncarriers or the random control group.8

In a study of carriers for sickle cell trait, there was a belief

by noncarriers, that carriers were less healthy, less happy,

and less active than carriers perceived themselves to be.9 In

addition, 43% of parents of children with sickle cell trait

viewed their children as having a disease and 66% of these

parents felt that their children needed dietary supplements

in order to remain healthy.10 Taken together, these studies

suggest that knowledge of one’s carrier status for a recessive

disease has a negative impact on self-concept.

Predictive testing for late onset disorders such as HD also

provides valuable insight into the effect of genetic

information in an asymptomatic population. In a 6-year

follow-up study of individuals who had undergone pre-

dictive testing for HD, most patients (those who tested

positive and negative) reported less preoccupation with

HD. In addition, those testing positive for HD mutation

reported experiencing a relief from anxiety, and noncar-

riers reported a decrease in psychological distress and

higher self-esteem.11 These studies suggest that genetic

knowledge can have a positive effect on health perception.

To our knowledge, there are no studies of the impact of

genetic self-knowledge for nondisease traits on self-concept

or health perception. Testing for genetic traits that are

considered ‘normal variants’ are controversial with fears of

eugenics making such studies difficult to initiate despite

the current demand for these tests.

Genetic predisposition to muscle strength, size, and

performance are commonly accepted by the general

population as both genetically determined12–17 and sub-

ject to environmental influences (eg training). Thus, we

believed that testing for a series of single-nucleotide

polymorphisms (SNPs) associated with predispositions to

specific muscle traits (ACE, CNTF, gamma sarcoglycan (GS),

UCP2) would not raise the specter of eugenics, while also

revealing influences of genetic knowledge on self-concept

and Health Orientation Scales (HOSs).

Here, we report the study of 235 normal volunteer

subjects from three universities, enrolled in a supervised

resistance-training program designed to identify major

muscle quantitative trait loci (QTLs) for muscle strength

and size. Genotypes were reported back to subjects, and

changes in self-concept were studied as a function of the

nature of the genetic self-knowledge (neutral, or positive).

Methods
Subjects

Participants in the present study include 259 healthy

volunteers, ages 18–40 years, recruited over 2.5 years from

three of eight sites participating in a 4-year, NIH funded,

functional SNPs associated with muscle size, and strength

study (FAMuSS). The three sites (WVU, Amherst, UConn)

were chosen based on their semester scheduling and their

proximity to the genetics coordinating site (CNMC) to

allow one genetic counselor to complete all interview and

disclosure sessions. All subjects enrolled at the above sites

were offered participation in the genetics and self-concept

study. The details of the FAMuSS study have been

published elsewhere.18 In brief, healthy men and women,

who, by self-report did not participate in resistance-

training activities for at least 1 year prior to enrollment,

were recruited through fliers and advertisements. Each

participant underwent measurement of their elbow flexor

and extensor muscles’ size and strength before and after 12

weeks of exercise training of their nondominant arm. The

goal of the FAMuSS study is to establish genetic associa-

tions between SNPs and muscle size and/or strength;

therefore, participants provided a blood sample for genetic

testing. Genetic results were only available to participants

in the self-concept study. The Institutional Review Board at

each site approved both this project and the FAMuSS study.

Study design

After giving written, informed consent, participants com-

pleted self-concept assessments (Tennessee Self-Concept

Scale (TSCS), HOS, demographic information, test of

genetic knowledge and open-ended questions) at study

entry (time 1). Participants then completed 12 weeks of

exercising training followed by genetic counseling and

disclosure of genotype information. All self-concept assess-

ments were then repeated (time 2). The same genetic

counselor conducted all results disclosure sessions.

The first 48 subjects completed all assessments on paper,

which were later entered into the study database. All

assessment tools were then transferred to secure web

databases, enabling remote data entry by the subject for

subsequent subjects. Copyright permission was obtained

for all web-administered questionnaires. In order to

provide consistency between institutions, preserve the

integrity of the data and the privacy of the participant,

all participants were required to complete the web-based
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self-concept assessment within the department of exercise

science at each respective school using a unique subject ID.

Polymorphisms were selected based on previously estab-

lished published associations (Table 1). Genotyping meth-

ods have been described.24

Genetic counseling session

Before receiving personalized information, participants

were provided with basic information on genetics to help

them understand their results. Topics covered included the

definition of genes, how many genes humans have and

how many may be involved in muscle function and

structure, the definition of a polymorphism, definition of

an allele, a reminder that this study was not looking for

disease-related changes, the concept of an association

versus a cause and effect relationship and how the genes

were chosen. Each participant was then given individual

results for ACE, CNTF, and UCP2 genes. A subset of subjects

(40/257) was also given their genotype for GS. The

introduction and discussion of each genotype was scripted

for consistency. For each gene, participants were told

whether they were homozygous for the polymorphism,

and heterozygous or homozygous for the wild-type and a

scripted interpretation of the data were provided. Examples

of genotype/phenotype result reporting are as follows:

All neutral genotypes (homozygous wild-types and

heterozygotes): ‘You have been found to have two copies

of the common allele/one copy of the common allele and

one copy of the allele with the polymorphism, there are no

changes in athletic performance, strength or muscle mass

associated with this finding’.

Positive genotypes: ‘You have been found to have two

copies of the V allele in the UCP-2 gene. Individuals with

two copies of the V allele appear to expend less energy

doing the same activities as other individuals and therefore

may feel as though they have more energy and need to use

less effort in exercising’.

After receiving genetic results, participants completed

the second self-concept assessment and met with the

genetic counselor to discuss any questions or concerns.

Self-concept and HOSs:
Tennessee self-concept scale – 225 The TSCS uses 82

questions rated on a five-point Likert scale to assess total

self-concept as well as eight subscales including satisfac-

tion, behavior, physical, moral, personal, family, social,

and academic self–concept. The tool contains inconsis-

tency and ‘faking good’ subscales to provide a statistical

basis for evaluating the honesty and consistency of the

participant.

Health Orientation Scale26 The HOS developed by Snell

is particularly applicable to the study as it assesses

psychological variables related to physical health. The 10

validated subscales in this self-assessment tool include

personal health consciousness, health image concern,

health anxiety, health esteem, and confidence, motivation

to avoid unhealthiness, motivation for healthiness, health

internal control, health external control, health expecta-

tions, and health status.26

Coding of neutral and nonneutral combined
genotypes

To assess the impact of this genetic knowledge, subjects

were placed into one of three genotype effect groups:

positive, defined as having received at least one genotype

associated with a positive ability to gain muscle size and/or

strength and no genotypes with negative implications;

negative, defined as having received at least one genotype

associated with a negative ability to gain strength (homo-

zygosity for the CNTF polymorphism associated with lower

baseline strength) and no genotypes with positive impli-

cations; and neutral, defined as having only re-

ceived genotype results, which have no impact on an

individuals’ ability to gain muscle size and/or strength.

Table 1 Published associations for reported polymorphisms

Gene Polymorphism Association

ACE Insertion/deletion (287 base pair Alu repeat
sequence within intron 16)

Endurance activities (rowing, high altitude mountaineering),
resistance training and overall physical activity19,20

CNTF G-A substitution within splice site in intron 1 AA genotype has been associated with lower baseline strength
than participants with either the GG or GA genotype21

UCP-2 A55V V/V genotype associated with higher exercise efficiency at 40%
VO2max than V/A or A/A. Higher spontaneous physical activity
also associated with the V/V genotype22,23

Gamma
sarcoglycan

S287N Studies of body builders and football players suggest
polymorphism associated with increased muscle size and
strength (unpublished)a

aGenotype information only provided to a subset of participants due top technical difficulties with genotyping.
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This stratification permitted a comparison of how positive

versus neutral nondisease genetic information affected self-

concept. Owing to the low allele frequency of the CNTF

polymorphism only 17 individuals received negative

information; therefore, all analyses were limited to com-

parisons of individuals receiving only neutral and positive

information.

Assessment of longitudinal change in TSCS:2 and HOS

Changes in self-concept between times 1 and 2 were

determined by calculating the effect size for each scale

measured by the TSCS:2. T-scores ascertained by the TSCS:2

are designed to have a mean of 50 and a SD of 10. This

design allowed us to calculate effect sizes for each measure

and to compare effect sizes between two or more subscales.

Effect sizes of 0.20, 0.50, and 0.80 are defined as small,

medium, and large effects, respectively. Changes in health

orientation measures were determined by finding the

differences in each HOS subscale between times 1 and 2.

Statistical analyses

Statistical analyses were performed using Stata, Version 7.0

(Stata Corp, College Station, TX, USA). Independent T-tests

compared mean effect sizes and mean health orientation

changes between genders and age groups (18–25 versus

X26 years), while one-way analysis of variance compared

means between participating sites. In order to measure the

combined effect of genotype and demographic character-

istics, multivariate analyses using generalized linear models

were used in place of ANCOVAs due to unbalanced data.

The normality of all continuous variables was verified

using the Anderson–Darling normality test.

Excluded subjects

Based on their TSCS:2 results, twenty-two subjects were

excluded prior to statistical analysis. In all, 14 subjects who

had an inconsistency T-score X70 and seven subjects who

had a faking good T-score of 470 and a self-criticism T-

score p40 were excluded, according to TSCS:2 guide-

lines.25 One subject was excluded due to a language barrier

and an inability to understand the questions.

Results
Study population

The 218 analyzed subjects included 120 (55.1%) female

subjects and 98 (44.9%) male subjects, with a majority

(81.7%) being Caucasian (Table 2). The subjects had a

mean age of 24.976.0 years, ranging from the youngest at

18 years to the oldest at 41 years. Muscle size and strength

changes during the unilateral training sessions have been

reported elsewhere.27

Comparison of self-concept effect size among
demographic characteristics

Changes in mean self-concept effect sizes and health

orientation were compared between genders and age

groups using Student’s T-tests (Table 3). Comparisons

between genders revealed several significant gender differ-

ences in TSCS:2 measurements. Female subjects had

significantly greater mean behavior effect size (F:

0.18170.622 versus M: �0.01970.882; P¼0.050), mean

personal effect size (F: 0.19670.542 versus M:

�0.01970.904; P¼0.030), and mean academic effect size

(F: 0.11670.487 versus M: �0.09370.850; P¼0.024)

compared to male subjects. There were no significant

Table 2 Demographic characteristics of analyzed subject
population

Genotype effect groups

All subjects Neutral group Positive group

Characteristic N (%) N (%) N (%)

Age group
18–20 years 63 (28.9%) 19 (31.7%) 44 (27.8%)
21–25 years 80 (36.7%) 16 (26.7%) 64 (40.5%)
26–30 years 35 (16.0%) 12 (20.0%) 23 (14.6%)
31+ years 40 (18.3%) 13 (21.6%) 27 (17.1%)

Gender
Female 120 (55.1%) 30 (51.7%) 90 (56.3%)
Male 98 (44.9%) 38 (48.3%) 70 (43.7%)

Ethnicity
African–American 2 (0.9%) 0 (0.0%) 2 (1.2%)
Asian 22 (10.1%) 7 (12.1%) 15 (9.4%)
Caucasian 178 (81.7%) 48 (82.8%) 130 (81.3%)
Hispanic 9 (4.1%) 2 (3.4%) 7 (4.4%)
Other 7 (3.2%) 1 (1.7%) 6 (3.7%)

Table 3 Significant gender differences in TSCS:2 and HOS measures

Females Males

Selfconcept measure P-value N Mean7SD N Mean7SD

Physical selfconcept 0.028 130 0.13770.524 105 �0.04570.746
Personal selfconcept 0.009 130 0.21270.543 105 �0.03570.883
Academic selfconcept 0.019 130 0.12070.479 105 �0.08370.829
Total selfconcept 0.028 130 0.18270.495 105 �0.01570.864
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differences in mean health orientation changes between

male subjects and female subjects. There were also no

significant differences in mean self-concept effect sizes or

mean health orientation changes between the 18–25 and

X26 years age groups.

As a result of the observed significant gender effects,

all multivariate analyses were adjusted for gender.

While feedback regarding strength or size changes

was not recorded for each participant, different

practices were used by each site (some provided feedback,

others did not); therefore, analyses were also adjusted for

study site to avoid any possible confounding effect of

location.

Multivariate comparison of self-concept effect size
among genotype effect groups

Subjects who received only neutral genotypes had greater

mean physical self-concept effect size (P¼0.004), satisfac-

tion self-concept effect size (P¼0.019), behavioral self-

concept effect size (P¼0.017) and total self-concept effect

size (P¼0.013) than subjects who received at least one

positive genotype (Table 4). They also had a lower mean

health image concern change (P¼0.006) and a greater

change in health expectations (P¼ 0.047) than subjects

who received at least one positive genotype (Table 5).

Owing to the small size of the group receiving negative

information and because all but one also received positive

Table 5 Comparison of HOS measures between neutral and positive genotype groups

Time 1 Time 2 Difference

Measure

Neutral group
mean7SD
(N¼58)

Positive group
mean7SD
(N¼160)

Neutral group
mean7SD
(N¼58)

Positive group
mean7SD
(N¼160)

Neutral group
mean7SD
(N¼58)

Positive group
mean7SD
(N¼160) P-value **

Total 156.14717.13 158.13718.57 156.81718.45 158.35718.62 0.24071.60 0.12170.953 NS
Personal health
consciousness

18.7873.40 19.2073.55 19.4673.32 19.3173.53 1.00370.448 0.01870.266 NS

Health image concern 12.6674.24a 11.7475.21 11.3374.50a 11.8375.05 �1.54870.522 0.15570.309 0.006
Health anxiety 12.6474.04a 11.7974.39b 9.6774.88a 10.2179.37b �2.91970.665 �1.15770.393 NS
Health-esteem and
confidence

15.6473.01 16.5072.97 16.1273.05 16.5972.57 0.56770.389 �0.15570.230 NS

Motivation to avoid
unhealthiness

17.6973.54 17.7973.97 17.9673.34 18.1173.81 0.19370.424 0.14370.251 NS

Motivation for
healthiness

16.7973.91 16.7774.37 17.1974.11 17.1774.17 0.21770.380 0.26970.226 NS

Health internal control 20.8673.23 21.5373.08 20.7573.36 21.2873.29 �0.17470.491 �0.24070.291 NS
Health external control 10.2173.68 9.3373.65 10.3773.84 9.5873.62 0.18370.517 0.25670.306 NS
Health expectations 17.0273.68a 17.8973.75 17.8873.57a 17.9772.62 1.11170.429 �0.03370.254 0.047
Health status 14.7973.66a 15.9774.07b 15.7473.57a 16.4473.79b 1.03470.438 0.52070.259 NS

**P-value of genotype effect from ANCOVA comparing mean difference between neutral and positive groups adjusted for gender and study site.
aNeutral group:time 1 mean significantly different from time 2 mean (Health image concern P¼0.007; Health anxeity Po0.001; Health expectations
P¼0.038; Total P¼0.004).
bPositive group:time 1 mean significantly different from time 2 mean (Health anxiety Po0.001; Health Status P¼0.044).

Table 4 Comparison of TSCS:2 measures between neutral and positive genotype groups

Time 1 Time 2 Difference

Measure

Neutral group
mean7SD
(N¼58)

Positive group
mean7SD
(N¼160)

Neutral group
mean7SD
(N¼58)

Positive group
mean7SD
(N¼160)

Neutral group
mean7SD
(N¼58)

Positive group
mean7SD
(N¼160) P-value**

Satisfaction 46.1379.24 48.7179.05 48.93711.25 48.5779.37 0.28770.115 �0.01570.069 0.019
Behavior 43.8879.80a 46.5378.72 46.71711.20a 46.8379.58 0.27570.099 0.02970.060 0.017
Physical 48.2178.09a 50.2676.74 49.8379.67a 50.1378.83 0.23970.084 �0.00870.051 0.004
Moral 45.3078.54 47.0578.15 45.3079.15 46.1979.19 0.00170.108 �0.07770.065 NS
Personal 45.7578.90a 48.6178.17b 48.39710.92a 49.0979.37 0.25670.96 0.04970.058 NS
Family 46.5478.52 47.5679.15 48.59710.97 47.7379.60 0.20670.098 0.01570.059 NS
Society 46.8378.98 48.7378.01 48.69712.12 48.65710.41 0.17270.102 0.01870.062 NS
Academic 48.8577.47 50.3077.45 50.0879.89 50.2678.87 0.11770.089 �0.00670.054 NS
Total 45.56710.11a 48.2278.41 48.22711.08a 48.3879.50 0.26970.092 0.01970.056 0.013

**P-value of genotype effect from ANCOVA comparing mean difference between neutral and positive groups adjusted for gender and study site.
aNeutral group:time 1 mean significantly different from time 2 mean (behavior P¼0.027; physical P¼0.027; personal P¼0.045; total P¼0.044).
bSignificantly different means between neutral and positive groups at time 1 (P¼0.026).
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information (n¼ 17), no analysis was performed on this

group.

Discussion
The goal of this current study was to determine the effect of

reporting of nondisease genetic information on muscle

performance in a cohort of university students enrolled

in a genetics and exercise program. Testing for disease

traits can alter an individual’s self-concept; however, we

know of no previous reports studying the psychosocial

effects of nondisease testing. This study is an initial step

to determine whether genetic testing in normal indivi-

duals for nondisease traits is a beneficial form of ‘self-

knowledge’.

In this study, we saw a consistent change in both self-

concept and HOSs. Subjects who received neutral genotype

data showed statistically significant improvements in four

of nine TSCS:2 self-concept scores, (total, physical, beha-

vior, and satisfaction). Those individuals who received

‘positive’ genotype information showed no change in self-

concept scales. Within-group analyses showed statistically

significant changes in behavioral, physical, personal, and

total self- concept when TSCS:2 scores were compared

between times 1 and 2 within the ‘neutral’ genotype group.

No changes were seen in the positive group in within-

group analyses (Table 4). The only subscale that did not

show at least a trend towards improvement was moral self-

concept. This subscale measures a person’s perception of

moral worth. As this study was not related to moral

behavior or choice, this subscale might be expected to

show the least effect, as we observed. Indeed, this subscale

could be viewed as an internal negative control for this

study.

In HOS subscales, statistically significant differences

were seen in both the ‘neutral’ and ‘positive’ genotype

groups when within-group and between-group compari-

sons were done. Within the ‘neutral’ genotype group

(between times 1 and 2) significant changes were seen in

health image concern, health anxiety, health expectations,

and health status. Within the ‘positive’ genotype group,

differences were seen in health anxiety and health status.

Analyses between groups revealed differences in health

image concern and health expectations, whereby health

expectations showed statistically significant improvements

in the neutral group, while health image concern showed a

significant decrease (Table 5).

There are two possible interpretations of this data. First,

‘attribution theory’ could be applied to our observations.

The three dimensions of attribution theory attest that

humans seek to explain events, behaviors, and observa-

tions and attribute the cause of those events in a logical

manner. First is Locus of Control, which suggests that

things are either internally or externally driven. The

second dimension, Stability, addresses the ability of an

assigned cause to change over time. The third is Controll-

ability, which describes the extent to which one can

control the assigned cause.28,29 We suggest that the

changes in self-concept that we observed in the neutral

group are the result of the third dimension of the

attribution theory. Individuals may view experiences or

events as either controllable (influenced by action or will

power) or uncontrollable (eg genetics).30 Genetic predis-

position is consistent with an internal locus of control

(rather than external cause), yet it is viewed as an

uncontrollable factor. Participants who received neutral

genotype information had improved physical self-concepts

because they viewed observed physical changes as being

under their control. We hypothesize that these individuals

attributed any perceived positive changes in their bodies to

controllable factors such as drive, motivation, and com-

mitment to exercise, rather than attributing it to un-

controllable internal factors such as genetics.

Participants who were told that their genetic make-up

had an influence on their physical state (positive genotype

group) assigned any perceived physical changes to un-

controllable, albeit internal forces (their genetic makeup)

rather than controllable factors such as hard work or

personal motivation. This attribution to uncontrollable

factors resulted in no change in self-concept scores within

this positive group (time 1 versus time 2) or between groups

(positive versus neutral).

We saw similar results in behavioral self-concept (how

individuals view or perceive their own behavior and the

control they may have over their behavior25), and satisfac-

tion (which reflects self-acceptance and level of satisfaction

with oneself25). The increase in mean behavior and

satisfaction observed in the group receiving neutral

information again supports the theory that participant

control, as opposed to genetic predisposition, results in

personal satisfaction.

Total self-concept effect sizes followed the same pattern

as physical, behavioral, and satisfaction measures. Total

self-concept is considered the most important score on the

TSCS:2, reflecting an individual’s overall self-concept and

self-esteem.25 The lack of ownership of any perceived

physical gains or successes negated any self-concept benefit

from exercise alone and therefore resulted in no change in

self-concept measures in the positive group.

In their responses on the HOS, individuals who received

neutral genetic information adopted a more optimistic

view of their future health and their ability to achieve a

healthy lifestyle. The optimism reflected by recipients of

neutral information on this measure may reflect a sense of

control over future health and fitness.

The second theory that we must consider in the light of

our results is that all subjects would have shown an

improvement of the same TSCS:2 and HOS scales indepen-

dent of genotype information due to the exercise program.
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One could hypothesize that subjects receiving positive

information showed a blunting of the otherwise expected

increase in self-concept and HOS scales. In other words,

positive genotype data had a negative impact on self-

concept and HOS scales.

There has been significant investigation into the effect

of exercise on self-concept. Multiple studies have in-

dicated that adults and children who enrolled in a regular

exercise regime experience improved self-concept com-

pared to nonexercising controls.31–34 Weight training

has been found to have greater impact on self-concept

than aerobic activity or inactivity,34 and results have

been shown to persist at least 12 months after exercise.35

What must be considered here is whether the attribution

of perceived physical changes to one’s effort and

personal success after receipt of neutral genetic informa-

tion is powerful enough to cause an increase in self-

concept above that which could be expected from exercise

alone, therefore supporting the attribution theory, or

whether positive genetic information alone is perceived

in such a negative light that it is able to blunt the positive

effect of exercise. We must also consider and extricate the

impact of any true physical changes on self-concept from

perceived change. Preliminary analyses show that there

was no change between the neutral and positive groups

with respect to absolute difference in 1 RM measures,

percent change in 1 RM or percent change in isometric

strength. A statistically significant difference in absolute

isometric strength (P¼0.05) was observed between groups

with individuals who received positive genotype informa-

tion having a larger change in isometric strength

(20.3071.54) than the neutral genotype group

(13.1773.62). This preliminary data showing that in-

dividuals in the positive genotype group actually gained

more strength further demonstrates the impact of per-

ceived control and the positive impact that it can exert

on self-concept.

A limitation of the present study is the lack of an

independent control arm to measure the cause of the

change. While the addition of a control arm (exercise only,

no genetic information) was considered, this would have

required the involvement of a fourth site. Concerns over

variation between sites and exercise trainers guided our

decision not to pursue this study design. Future studies

should include both an exercise-only arm as well as a

genetic-information-only arm in order to truly tease out

the contribution of each of these influential factors. In

addition, as reflected in Table 2, the study population was

predominantly Caucasian. Future studies should strive to

include a more racially and ethnically diverse population.

As the understanding of the genetic underpinnings for

variations in muscle performance increases, there is

significant potential for both use and misuse.36 Positive

uses of nondisease genetic information and the impact

of self-concept stem from our knowledge of the impact of

self-concept on behavior. Studies in diabetes and cardio-

vascular disease show that higher self-concept results in

risk-reduction behaviors,37,38 increased regular exercise,

and better self-care practices.31,39,40 The evidence for the

impact of self-concept in the modification of behavior in

both a disease state as well as daily self-care illustrates the

importance of examining the self-concept variable as a

predictor of potential behavior modification in both the

disease and nondisease arenas, including the importance of

assessing this variable in the realm of genetic testing for

disease and nondisease factors. Our data suggest that

genetic self-knowledge has the potential to have relatively

wide-ranging effects on future physical activity and health

behavior.

Of greater concern and public debate is the potential

misuse of nondisease genetic information. Examples

of potential misuse range from athletic doping to ‘designer

babies’. Recent studies have highlighted the increasing

prevalence of both designer steroids and EPO in competi-

tive athletes.41,42 Although the concept of designer

babies has been discussed for years, the possibility of this

coming to fruition is closer now then ever before. There

has been significant discussion in many countries and

by the World Health Organization regarding the limitation

of prenatal testing and assisted reproductive options such

as preimplantation genetic diagnosis (PGD) to severe

diseases that will have a large and immediate impact on

the health of the child.43,44 Still, genetic selection for

‘benign’ traits has been deemed acceptable under certain

conditions including benefit to the child, equal access to

services, and the absence of clear disadvantage.45 There are

several ethical dilemmas inherent to limiting genetic

testing for reproductive purposes (prenatal testing for

PDG), and the line between disease and trait can be

blurred. For example, there are forms of short stature that

are considered pathologic and others that are considered

merely familial traits, but the extent to which they impact

the individual may be quite similar. If these lines continue

to blur further, it will remain unclear whether the

availability of reproductive options can be made available

in a way that promotes both fairness and informed

consent.46,47

As research on nondisease genes moves forward, further

study is warranted on the long-term psychological impact

of nondisease genetic information as well as careful

consideration of the ethical implications of the use of

nondisease genetic information.
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